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Abstract:
Aircraft cluster flight technology has been paid more and more attention because of its
wide search range, high efficiency and high reliability. In this paper, a cluster cooperation
method based on mutual distance difference model is proposed by using cooperative
navigation technology. By using the positioning information of other aircraft and the distance
difference between them, the positioning accuracy of the aircraft with lower positioning
accuracy is improved, and the simulation platform of cluster Aircraft Cooperative navigation
based on relative measurement information is built.
Keywords: Cluster flight; Collaborative navigation; Mutual Distance Difference Model; Chan
algorithm; Kalman filtering

1. Introduction
Aircraft cluster flight technology is receiving more and more attention, and aircraft
cluster flight is one of the future development directions of aircraft technology.
Aircraft cluster flight could expand the search range, improve the overall task
efficiency, perform multiple tasks, and have high system reliability, which has
significant advantages compared to single aircraft[1].
Cooperative navigation technology is one of the key technologies to improve the
overall navigation performance of the cluster aircraft. The cooperative navigation
technology utilizes the sensor information between multiple aircrafts to optimize the
navigation performance of multiple aircraft[2]. When the difference in accuracy of the
navigation device in the flight of the aircraft cluster is large, the difference in
positioning accuracy makes it impossible for each aircraft in the cluster to accurately
reach the established flight array position at the same time, which affects the effect
of the cluster flight task[3]. The traditional cooperative navigation algorithm needs to
simultaneously measure the relative distance and angle vector information between
the aircrafts to correct the navigation accuracy of the low-precision aircraft. The
method has high requirements on the measurement accuracy and clock
synchronization of the airborne relative measurement sensors of each aircraft in the
cluster, and the navigation performance is limited when the aircraft equipment is
used with relatively low performance of the measurement sensor.
In recent years, researches on collaborative navigation including the use of radio
sensors and vision sensors to design collaborative navigation algorithms, design of
the MEMS-IMU/GNSS integrated navigation system, monocular vision and opticflow navigation system, MEMS-IMU/LADAR navigation system, aerodynamics

model aided navigation and nonlinear filtering technique researches etc[4,5].
In this paper, a cooperative approach for clustered aircraft based on mutual distance
difference model is proposed. The positioning information of other aircrafts in the
cluster flight and the distance difference information between them are used to
improve the positioning accuracy of the aircraft with lower positioning accuracy in
the cluster. Based on the analysis of TDOA (Time Difference of Arrival) equations,
the high-precision aircraft in the cluster flight system is used as the reference aircraft,
and the remaining aircraft are used as the aircraft to be positioned to establish a
cooperative navigation model. Then, according to the established collaborative
navigation model, the algorithm for solving the cooperative navigation model of the
cluster aircraft is designed. The collaborative navigation model solving algorithm is
based on the Chan algorithm and is corrected by Taylor iterative algorithm. The
Kalman filter is used to fuse the results of the above algorithm and the airborne
navigation information of the low-precision aircraft to estimate the inertial navigation
error of the low-precision aircraft, so as to improve the onboard navigation accuracy
of the low-precision aircraft.

2 Cooperative Navigation based on Mutual Distance Difference
2.1 Cooperative Navigation Scheme
According to the characteristics of the cooperative navigation model based on the
mutual distance information established above, this section designs the cooperative
positioning algorithm based on Chan-Taylor joint iterative algorithm and cooperative
location algorithm based on spherical interpolation method respectively for different
mutual distance measurement error environments. The scheme of cooperative
navigation algorithm based on mutual distance information is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1- Cooperative navigation scheme based on mutual distance information.

The algorithm based on mutual distance information is mainly divided into two steps.
Firstly, in this section, Chan-Taylor joint iterative algorithm and spherical interpolation
algorithm are designed respectively for Gaussian error ranging environment and non
Gaussian ranging error environment. Then, according to the position results of the

aircraft to be assisted in the relative coordinate system calculated by the above
algorithm, it is converted into the position coordinates of longitude and latitude
through coordinate transformation, and it is used as the observation value to
establish the Kalman filter model to correct the position information of the auxiliary
aircraft's Airborne inertial navigation system.

2.2 Cooperative Navigation Model based on Mutual Distance Measurement
On the basis of the above hierarchical cooperative navigation structure, the cluster
aircraft cooperative positioning algorithm based on the mutual distance information
establishes the cooperative navigation model by acquiring the mutual distance
information between the aircraft to be assisted and each reference aircraft to modify
the navigation accuracy of the aircraft to be assisted. The schematic diagram of
cluster aircraft cooperative positioning is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 -Cooperative positioning of cluster aircraft based on mutual distance information

According to the proposed hierarchical cooperative navigation structure, one aircraft
in the reference aircraft layer is taken as the primary reference aircraft (aircraft 1 in
the figure), and the other aircraft in the reference aircraft layer is taken as the
secondary reference aircraft, in which the three-dimensional relative position vector
of the reference aircraft i is ri = ( xi , yi , zi ) ,taken a certain aircraft (aircraft 6 in the figure)
in the assisted aircraft layer as the aircraft to be assisted, and the three-dimensional
relative position coordinates of the aircraft to be assisted are r0 = ( x, y, z ) ,the
cooperative navigation model is established by acquiring the distance information
between the aircraft to be assisted and each reference aircraft. Finally, the position
information of the aircraft to be assisted is calculated to correct the accuracy of the
airborne navigation equipment. The distance difference between the auxiliary
aircraft and the primary and secondary reference aircraft is βi ，the relative distance
between the auxiliary vehicle and the primary reference vehicle is d0 ，the relative
distance between the secondary reference vehicle and the primary reference vehicle
is di ，the relative distance data between the auxiliary vehicle and the sub reference
vehicle is Di ， among which i = 2,3 n ， n is the total number of reference aircraft
of cluster aircraft system.
The longitude, latitude and altitude coordinates of each aircraft in the cluster system

are transformed into the earth coordinate system（Earth-Centered, Earth Fixed,
ECEF）
，the conversion formula is shown below.
=
x ( RN + H i ) cos Li cos λi
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2
=
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Above which, RN is the curvature radius of the earth's prime circle, f is the
oblateness of the earth, λi is the longitude of the aircraft i ， Li is the latitude of the
aircraft i ， H i is the height of the aircraft i . According to the above equation, the
position coordinates of each aircraft in the three-dimensional earth coordinate
system are calculated as xi 、 yi 、 zi (1 ≤ i ≤ n ) ， n is the total number of vehicles in the
cluster system. As shown in Figure 2.2, the relative coordinate system is established
with the primary reference aircraft (aircraft 1) as the coordinate origin. The threedimensional coordinate axis is parallel to the ECEF coordinate system, the Z axis is
parallel to the earth rotation axis, the X axis intersects the zero meridian in the
equatorial plane, and the Y axis forms the right-handed rectangular coordinate
system with the X axis and Z axis. The coordinates of each aircraft in the relative
coordinate system are as follows:
r
 xi=
xi − x1
 r
yi − y1
 yi =
 r
 zi= zi − z1

2,3 n )
(i =

(2)

Because the relative coordinate system is established with the primary reference
aircraft as the coordinate origin, the relative coordinates of the primary reference
aircraft in the relative coordinate system are as follows: x1r = 0 、 yir = 0 、 zir = 0 .
According to the distance relationship between the aircraft to be assisted and the
primary and secondary reference aircraft in the above model, it can be concluded
as follows:
  
OS
= OPi + PS
(3)
i
Among them, the point O is the primary reference aircraft, the point S is the auxiliary
aircraft, and the point Pi is the secondary reference aircraft, the construction of
distance difference data is as follows:

β=i d 0 − Di

(4)

According to the position coordinates of each aircraft in the relative coordinate
system established above and the relative distance difference information between
the aircraft to be assisted and each reference aircraft, the cooperative navigation
model based on TDOA (time difference of arrival) principle is established as follows:
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Among them, ( x, y, z ) is the position coordinates of the aircraft to be assisted in the
relative coordinate system,

( x , y , z ) is
r
i

r
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r
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the position coordinates of the reference

aircraft in the relative coordinate system, and β i is the distance difference data
between the aircraft to be assisted and the primary and secondary reference aircraft.
Convert the above formula (5) to a matrix representation as follows:
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xir − x1r ， Yi=
yir − yir ， Z i=
zir − zir ； K i = ( xir ) + ( yir ) + ( zir ) ，
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d 0 is the mutual distance information from the auxiliary aircraft to the primary
reference aircraft, i = 2,3 n .

2.3 Cooperative Navigation Algorithm based on Mutual Distance Information
2.3.1Collaborative Localization Algorithm based on Chan-Taylor Joint Iteration
According to the characteristics of the above-mentioned cooperative navigation
model, by analyzing the characteristics of the above-mentioned cooperative
navigation model and the range error environment obeying Gaussian distribution,
this section proposes a Chan- Taylor joint iterative algorithm for solving the
cooperative navigation model. Chan algorithm uses non recursive method to solve
TDOA hyperbolic equation. The algorithm uses weighted least square，(Weighted
Least Square，WLS) to solve the positioning equations to obtain non iterative closed
form solution. Taylor iterative algorithm needs to first estimate the position
coordinates of the aircraft to be assisted in the relative coordinate system, then use
the principle of square error to modify the pre designed position coordinates, and
reduce the error of position coordinates estimation by iterative method. The
algorithm is highly dependent on the selection of initial values. In this section,
according to the characteristics of the two algorithms, a Chan Taylor based
collaborative navigation model algorithm is proposed. The Chan algorithm solves
the result of the collaborative navigation model through the double least squares
algorithm, that is, the position coordinates of the aircraft to be assisted, and takes
the solution result as the initial value of the Taylor iterative algorithm, and sets the
corresponding iterative threshold for algorithm iteration, Finally, the position
coordinates of the vehicle to be assisted in the relative coordinate system with high
accuracy are obtained. The algorithm has high accuracy when the ranging error
obeys Gaussian distribution.
Chan algorithm uses double weighted least square to make full use of redundant
information. The initial solution of the algorithm is obtained by the first least square
algorithm, and then the final solution is obtained by the second least square
operation according to the initial solution and constraints of the first algorithm.
According to the above model formula，Let z = ( x, y, z , R1 ) be the unknown vector,
where ( x, y, z ) are the position coordinates of the aircraft to be assisted in the
relative coordinate system, and establish the error vector equation as follows:

ψ =h − Gz
Among which,
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After the first WLS calculation of the error vector equation of the above equation (7),
the estimated value of the position coordinates can be obtained as follows [6]：

{

} (G ψ G ) (G ψ h)
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=
=
)
T
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Where, ψ is the covariance matrix of the error vector, and its calculation method is
as follows:

ψ =cBQB
Among them,

(9)
B =diag { D2 , D3 , Dn } ，

c is the radio transmission speed,

Q =diag {σ 2 ,σ 3 ,σ n } , Di is the relative distance between the sub reference aircraft

and the aircraft to be assisted, and σ i is the measurement error of distance
difference data.
According to the first WLS calculation result z of the above formula (8) a new error
7
vector is constructed as[ ]
ψ ′=h′ − G ′z ′

(10)
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z (1) ， z ( 2 ) ， z ( 3) ， z ( 4 ) is the first four values of the matrix z .
′
The covariance matrix of the error vector ψ is shown below [8]：
B′=diag

{( z(1) − x ) , ( z(2) − y ) , ( z(3) − z ) , z(4)}
r
1

r
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r
1
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(11)
(12)

The second WLS algorithm is used for estimation, and the solution equation is as
follows:
z ′ = ( G ′T ψ ′−1G ′ )

−1

(G ′ ψ ′ h′)
T
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(13)

Finally, the position coordinates of the vehicle to be assisted in the relative
coordinate system are as follows[9]：

 x1r 
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± z ′ +  y1r 
 r
 z1 
Among them,

(14)

( x , y , z ) is the position coordinates of the main reference aircraft
r
1

r
1

r
1

in relative coordinates. Finally, according to the distance between the calculation
and the primary reference aircraft, the position coordinates with smaller distance are
selected to obtain the initial value of the position ( xv , yv , zv ) of the auxiliary aircraft
in the relative coordinate system by Chan algorithm.
According to the initial value solved by Chan algorithm, it is taken as the initial value
of Taylor iterative algorithm, and the iterative threshold ε ′ of Taylor algorithm is set.
The iterative process is repeated until the algorithm threshold is reached, and the
position data of the aircraft to be assisted with high accuracy is obtained.
The Taylor iterative algorithm first establishes the distance difference function
f i ( x, y, z ) ， i = 2,3 n of the aircraft, and the expression of the distance difference
function of the aircraft is as follows:

f i ( x, y, z=
) βˆi + ε i

(15)

Among them, βˆi is the distance difference data and ε i is the distance difference
data error. According to the position coordinates calculated by Chan algorithm, the
position true value of the aircraft to be assisted is established as follows:
=
x xv + δ x

y yv + δ y
=

z zv + δ z
=

Among them,

(δ

x

( xv , yv , zv )

(16)

is the initial value calculated by Chan algorithm,

, δ y , δ z ) is the error of position truth value calculated by the algorithm, and

( x, y, z ) is

the position truth value of the aircraft to be assisted in the relative

coordinate system.
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Taylor expansion of the function f i , and take the first two terms, as follows[ ]：
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Among them, d 0 is the relative distance between the auxiliary aircraft and the
primary reference aircraft, Di is the relative distance between the auxiliary aircraft
and the secondary reference aircraft.
Rewrite formula (17) into a matrix expression as follows:
Aδ= D + e
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Use WLS to solve the formula (18) as follows:
δ = ( AT Q −1 A ) AT Q −1 D
−1

(19)

Where, Q is the covariance matrix of TDOA measurement error.
By constantly comparing the calculated δ value with the set threshold ε ′ until it is
lower than the threshold, the position coordinates of the aircraft to be assisted in the
relative coordinate system are obtained as follows:
 x=′ xv + δ x

 y=′ yv + δ y

 z=′ zv + δ z

Among them,

(20)

( xv , yv , zv ) is the initial value of the vehicle to be assisted calculated

by Chan algorithm in relative coordinate system,

(δ

x

, δ y , δ z ) is the position error of

the vehicle to be assisted which jumps out of threshold threshold in the cyclic
iteration, and ( x′, y′, z ′ ) is the position coordinate of the target vehicle in the relative
coordinate system obtained by the cyclic iteration.

2.3.2 Cooperative Localization Algorithm based on Spherical Interpolation
The above algorithm based on Chan-Taylor is mainly aimed at the Los environment,
and the positioning accuracy is higher when the ranging error is mainly Gaussian
noise. However, there are non line of sight (NLOS) errors in the measurement of
mutual distance due to the position relationship of cluster aircraft. In the non line of
sight (NLOS) error and other interference environment, the ranging error of each
aircraft in the cluster aircraft system does not obey Gaussian distribution. In view of
this situation, this section proposes a cooperative localization algorithm based on
spherical interpolation algorithm, which can improve the accuracy of cooperative
localization in non Gaussian error measurement environment to a certain extent.
The spherical interpolation algorithm only needs simple matrix operation to calculate
the position of the aircraft to be assisted, so it needs less calculation, does not need
a lot of iteration and search, and has high efficiency. In this algorithm, the distance
equation error is introduced into the measurement equation to replace the traditional
measurement error, and it is used as the optimization basis. The nonlinear constraint
problem is transformed into a linear constraint problem. Finally, the double least
square algorithm is used to solve the target position. This method can effectively
improve the accuracy of target position solution in non Gaussian error environment.
The cooperative navigation model solved by spherical interpolation algorithm is
based on TDOA principle. According to the position coordinates and relative

relationship of each aircraft in Figure 2.2. The relative distance equation and
distance difference data β i between the auxiliary aircraft and the primary and
secondary reference aircraft can be obtained.
The relative distance Di between the aircraft to be assisted and the sub reference
aircraft is calculated by the aircraft position coordinates in the relative coordinate
system, as follows:
D=
i

r0 − ri

(21)

The expansion of equation(21) is as follows:

Di2 =r0

2
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2

=d 02 − 2riT r0 + di2
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Substitute formula(4) into formula(22) and expand:
di2 − β i2 − 2d 0 β i − 2riT r0 = 0 i = 2,3 n

(23)

Considering the actual measurement environment, each distance data has
measurement error, and the above equation(23) has error. The spherical
interpolation algorithm replaces the measurement error by introducing the error ε i
of distance difference equation, as follows:

ε i = di2 − βi2 − 2d 0 βi − 2riT r0

(24)

The above formula (24) is transformed into a matrix expression as follows:
ε =α -2d 0 β − 2 Sr0

(25)
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In the above matrix, the position r0 coordinates of the relative coordinate system of
the auxiliary aircraft need to be solved. We can set the parameters d 0 known, and
calculate the position coordinates of the relative coordinate system of the auxiliary
aircraft by the WLS, as follows:
1 T −1 T
(26)
min {ε}
=
=
rˆ0 arg
( S S ) S ( α − 2d 0 β )
2
Through verification, the above results meet the nonlinear constraints
rˆ0T rˆ0 = d 02

(27)

The above results are substituted into equation (25) as follows:
ε ′=α -2d 0 β − SS T ( S T S )

−1

( α − 2d 0 β )

WLS is used to solve the formula (28), as follows:

(28)

1 β T E T Eα
=
=
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2 β T E T Eβ

(29)

Substituting the calculated data d̂ 0 into equation (26), the three-dimensional
position coordinates of the final aircraft to be assisted can be obtained as follows:
rˆ0
=

β T E T Eα 
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Among which，

。

 x′ = rˆ0 (1)

 y′ = rˆ0 ( 2 )

 z ′ = rˆ0 ( 3)
The position coordinates

( x′, y′, z′) of

(31)

the aircraft to be assisted in the relative

coordinate system are obtained by the above algorithm。

3 Experimental Research of Cooperative Navigation
3.1 Experimental Research Scheme
In order to verify the validity and reliability of the collaborative navigation algorithm
proposed in this paper, a hardware simulation platform for collaborative navigation
algorithm is established. The simulation and verification platform of the cluster flight
cooperative navigation algorithm is mainly composed of STM32 module, UWB
module, GNSS module and digital transmission module. By using the UWB module
to measure the distance data between the aircraft; using the low-cost GNSS module
to simulate the navigation information of the aircraft on-board; using the data
transmission module to simultaneously transmit the data of multiple aircraft nodes
to the terminal computer, all the above modules are connected to form an aircraft
module node on the STM32 microcontroller module.

Figure3 Overall hardware module configuration diagram of cooperative navigation

3.2 Performance of Cooperative Navigation Simulation
In the actual verification process, following the principle of static first dynamic, based
on a small number of nodes, and setting the aircraft node to be located to be static,
the performance and error of the designed algorithm are analyzed by collecting data.
Then, the target node to be located is placed on the quadrotor, and the aircraft node
to be positioned is dynamically driven by manipulating the quadrotor, and at the
same time, the sensor data transmitted during the flight is received by the terminal
computer to analyze and verify the collaborative navigation algorithm designed in
this paper. Finally, the reference aircraft module node is also placed on the quadrotor
aircraft, and the reference aircraft module node and the aircraft module node to be
located are set to simultaneously fly in the cluster, and the sensor data generated
during the above flight process is collected to verify and analyze the data to evaluate
algorithm performance.
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Fugure6 Cooperative navigation algorithm and standard mobile path

From the above results, because the reference aircraft module and the aircraft
module to be located move at the same time, some abnormal data points appear in
the process of relative distance data acquisition, resulting in some abnormal track
points in the track solution curve and irregular solution track; At the same time, it
also increases the relative distance measurement error, which leads to the increase
of the solution error of the cooperative navigation algorithm.
In order to intuitively reflect the error of the collaborative navigation algorithm, the
abscissa and ordinate position in this paper is accurate to the unit of seconds. From
the coincidence results of the above calculated track and the standard GNSS track,
the position error of the calculated track and the standard track is less than 0.5
seconds; Therefore, the cooperative positioning algorithm based on the relative
distance information designed in this paper also has good accuracy in the
environment of simultaneous movement of the reference aircraft and the aircraft to
be located, and the accuracy can meet the navigation and positioning requirements
of the low accuracy aircraft to be located in the aircraft cluster environment. The
simulation results further verify the accuracy, effectiveness and reliability of the
proposed algorithm in the field test environment.
To sum up, the cooperative navigation algorithm of cluster aircraft based on relative
information designed in this paper is verified in two cases: the relative position of the
reference aircraft module is fixed when the aircraft module to be located is moving,
and the relative position of the reference aircraft module is fixed, and the reference
aircraft module and the aircraft module to be located are moving at the same time.
From the analysis results of the measured data, the collaborative positioning
algorithm based on the relative distance information studied in this paper has high
accuracy, which can meet the requirements of aircraft navigation and positioning
with low accuracy in the actual cluster flight, and effectively verify the effectiveness
and practicability of the algorithm designed in this paper in engineering.
The software simulation and the above-mentioned aircraft cluster flight test results
show that the cluster aircraft cooperative navigation method based on the distance
difference model designed in this paper can effectively utilize the sensor data in the
cluster flight system to improve the overall cluster system navigation accuracy.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, a platform for cooperative navigation of cluster aircraft based on
relative measurement information is built, which is mainly composed of a hardware

simulation system for cooperative navigation based on relative distance information
and a software simulation system for cooperative navigation based on relative
measurement information. Firstly, the software modules of sensor parameter setting,
cluster aircraft integrated display, navigation algorithm calculation error display and
aircraft flight status display are designed and developed in the software simulation
system. Through the simulation of relative measurement data, the verification of
collaborative navigation algorithm based on relative measurement information is
effectively supported. On this basis, this paper builds a hardware test and verification
system composed of relative distance module, independent module, data
transmission module and data processing module, and verifies the effectiveness and
reliability of the cooperative navigation algorithm based on relative distance
information through measured data acquisition and processing.
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